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Abstract 
Skillicorn, D.B., Deriving parallel programs from specifications using cost information, Sci- 
ence of Computer Programming 20 (1993) 205-221. 
A major step towards practical use of parallel computers is the integration of cost into 
transformational or derivational software development methods. The difficulties with doing 
this come from the wide variety of parallel architectures possible and the effects of mem- 
ory access and congestion phenomena. This paper presents a model of costs for uniform 
architectures that is compatible with refinement-based methods of development, that is 
much simpler than those previously suggested, but which accurately assesses the costs of 
an implemented computation. Decisions about architecture type and machine size can be 
made at any stage in the development, even at the end. 
Keywords. Programming calculi; parallel programming; cost algebras; architecture indepen- 
dence; refinement; parallel models of computation; latency; parallel slackness. 
1. Introduction 
Derivational styles of program development use a set of transformation or 
refinement rules, a programming calculus, to manipulate a specification into 
the form of an efficient computation. This approach to program development 
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is becoming popular for sequential software and seems essential for parallel 
software because of the much greater complexity involved. Programming calculi 
allow development to take place in a piecewise fashion, tend to force choices 
between alternates to be made explicitly, and obviate the need for post hoc 
verification since the transformations are correctness-preserving. 
It is useful to distinguish two kinds of programming calculi: on the one hand, 
those in the functional style in which transformations are primarily directed 
towards improving performance; and on the other hand those of the state- 
before, state-after style in which transformations reduce non-determinism as 
well. Because it is possible for a specification to be non-deterministic, and even 
unsatisfiable, those specifications that are executable must be distinguished. 
We call specifications in this distinguished subset computations and of course 
cost measures can only be applied to computations. 
For both styles, an important criterion for making a transformation is to 
improve the execution cost, in time or other resources, of the new compu- 
tation. Surprisingly, very little attention has been paid to rigorous notions 
of cost. An informal view of execution time, for example, has been used in 
[2,10,12,13] and appears to serve reasonably well in the sequential case. For 
the parallel case, however, informal approaches will not do because of the extra 
complexity. 
This paper develops a set of cost measures for computations in either style 
and targeted for both sequential and parallel execution. The assumed targets are 
unifir~z architectures, that is parallel computers in which the communication 
pattern of each computation step can be reasonably modelled as a permuta- 
tion and delivery time is guaranteed to be bounded. Such architectures use 
randomization, either of memory allocation [ 111 or routing [ 201 to guarantee 
(with arbitrarily high probability) that congestion hot-spots do not occur. The 
penalty for this desirable property is that they are unable to exploit locality 
in any way. Such architectures are not yet readily available, although systems 
based on the Inmos T9000 will be able to run in this fashion; and common 
bus and dataflow machines are uniform if random allocation of data is used. 
To be useful in derivations, costs must be appropriately abstract. Costs 
that depend on the detailed arrangement of a computation change with every 
transformation and require detailed considerations of number of processors 
and mapping of computation to machine. The costs we use are based on 
information-theoretic properties of computations, that is based on algorithms 
but not on implementation details. Costs are given in terms of two parameters, 
one the total number of operations required by the computation and the second 
the length of the critical path. 
The difficulties of constructing an effective set of cost measures in a parallel 
setting are that the number of processors used to execute a computation 
introduces an extra degree of freedom, and that there are many different ways 
to map to program’s communication topology to the target processor’s physical 
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topology. We deal with the first problem by choosing computation parameters 
in which the number of processors can be chosen at any stage rather than 
being locked in at some early step. We deal with the second problem by 
restricting our attention to uniform models in which communication is equally 
expensive between any two processors or memories. It is possible to construct 
cost measures for the dual situation in which the structure of programs is 
limited and the processor topology is not (see [ 161). 
The contribution of this paper is the development of a set of cost measures 
that require only two computation parameters and three architecture param- 
eters to compute realistic execution costs on uniform architectures. We will 
give some examples to illustrate how this reveals interesting properties of com- 
putations in a much more straightforward way than earlier methods. The cost 
measures are of a two-stage kind: the cost of the computation steps alone can 
be considered during early derivation steps; communication costs can then be 
included as required. The small number of the architectural parameters means 
that derivations can be almost completely architecture-independent, with ar- 
chitectural information used only late in a derivation, perhaps only during 
compilation. 
2. General cost measures 
It is natural to consider execution time as the best measure of the cost 
of a computation. However, there are several reasons why this is not very 
useful. First, the execution time of an algorithm considered as an abstract 
object (as in the PRAM model, for example) cannot be preserved by any 
real implementation, since unit time communication over distance cannot be 
realized in the real world. Thus there is a discontinuity in execution time 
when moving from abstract to real computation that conceals the efficiency 
of an implementation. Second, the execution time depends on the number of 
processors in use. An algorithm that takes slightly less time than another but 
requires substantially more hardware is less useful in practice. 
The strongest measure that can be preserved across the boundary between 
computation in the abstract and computation in the real world is the product of 
processors used, p, and execution time as a function of number of processors, 
tp. That even this is possible is not obvious and requires the use of excess 
parallelism (“parallel slackness”) in the abstract computation to hide latency 
in the real-world computation [ 14,18,20]. We call this the product of time and 
processors the work done bJ1 a computation. Note that a computation taking 
time x on y processors may involve fewer than ,uy total operations since there 
may be unavoidable dependencies between some operations. 
Using the execution time and number of processors directly is awkward 
for the following reason: given a computation using a particular number of 
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processors p, and taking time tp, it is possible in most reasonable models to 
rearrange it so that it uses q processors where q < p and takes time t, where 
P 
t, = t, 4 . 
II 
However, it is not, in general, possible to rearrange the computation so that it 
uses more processors. To avoid this asymmetry, we use an equivalent pair of 
measures, suggested by Blelloch [ 51, that capture the maximal parallelism of a 
computation, and hence its shortest possible execution time. Both are defined 
in terms of the input size II. 
Definition 2.1. The vector cost vc of a computation is the total number of 
operations in a maximally parallel implementation of the computation. 
The vector cost is a measure of the number of operations required by 
the computation when unlimited parallelism is available. Clearly we must 
have some concept of a set of built-in operations taking constant time from 
which all of our computations are constructed. The vector cost measures the 
actual operations performed and may therefore be less than the PRAM work 
(product of p and tP). Vector cost respects composition of specifications--the 
vector cost of a composition is the sum of the vector costs of the component 
specifications. 
Definition 2.2. The step cost SC of a computation is the maximal dependent 
chain of steps required using an unlimited number of processors. 
The step cost measures the length of the critical path of the computation. 
As a result, it does not respect composition of computations since the critical 
path of the composition can be shorter than the sum of the critical paths of 
each component computation. 
This is a weakness of the approach as it means that costs can only be 
obtained for complete computations. Decomposing specifications in order to 
refine pieces separately can still be done, with costs computed for each piece 
when it has been refined to a computation. However, the resulting overall cost 
will tend to overestimate the real cost and to underestimate the amount of 
parallelism present in the computation. 
Example 2.3. A reduction over a list of length n using a constant time binary 
associative operator @ has vector cost vc = II - 1 and step cost SC = logn. 
The following results relating these measures follow from the definitions. 
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Proposition 2.4. 
vc = sz(t,). 
Proof. Given a parallel 
the operations from the 
on. 0 
Proposition 2.5. 
implementation, execute its steps sequentially, first 




average processor utilization. 
Proof. A computation that uses p processors and takes time tp may execute 
up to ptp processor steps. The number of processor steps used is vc. Hence 
their ratio gives the fraction of time, on average, that each processor is exe- 
cuting. 0 
Proposition 2.6. 
PtP - = 0 ‘2 A inef$ciency. 
vc ( > 
Proof. The first equality follows from Proposition 2.4. Inefficiency is defined 
by Kruskal, Rudolph and Snir [ 81 as the excess work done by a parallel 
algorithm compared to the best sequential algorithm. 0 
This result can be used to show bounds on p and tp since classes of programs 
with constant inefficiency (for which therefore ptp = 0( ti ) ) and classes with 
polylogarithmic inefficiency are known. 
The following result shows that we can recreate the PRAM work costs from 
the vector and step costs, and also shows how the number of processors can 
be incorporated at any stage of a derivation. 
Theorem 2.7 (Brent). A parallel computation can be simulated on a model in 
which communication takes zero time (such as the PRAM) using p processors 
in time 
tp = 0 ; + SC ( ) 
Proof. Suppose we are given a parallel algorithm of known vc and SC. The 
algorithm executes certain operations at time 1, others at time 2, and so on. 
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Let Wi be the number of operations executed 
simulate global step i on p processors is 
Wi 
I 1 T- 
at step i. Then the time to 
so that the total time for the simulation on p processors is 
Hence any computation whose vector cost and step cost are well-defined 
can be implemented on a wide range of processors with its cost given by the 
expression above. The optimal implementation tends to be one in which the 
size of the two terms are about equal since adding processors after this point 
does not reduce the order of the execution time. This theorem has appeared in 
the literature in a number of forms: for the PRAM it is Brent’s theorem [ 61; 
versions also appear in [ 5,8]. 
Example 2.8. For a reduction with an associative binary operator that takes 
constant time and produces results of the same size as its operands, we have 
seen that vc = n - 1 and SC = logn. The optimal implementation of this 
computation on a free-communication model uses p processors such that 
n 
p = logn 
and takes time 
t, = O(logn). 
3. Accounting for communication latency 
Real machines cannot provide free communication-the actual cost of com- 
munication depends on the distance that data must travel and on the congestion 
occurring on shared communication paths. The delay due to communication 
can be modelled by an architecture-dependent time-dilation factor dp applied 
to the execution time. If we ignore congestion, the time taken for memory 
reference or interprocessor communication depends on the number of links it 
must traverse. Time dilation is therefore proportional to the diameter of the 
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interconnection network, usually polylogarithmic in p for practical architec- 
tures; arguably perhaps 0 (Jr?) if embedding considered. The taken for 
single communication is proportional the time a built-in 
tion on machines; for of presentation assume that built-in 
operations communication actions the same time. 
Uniform are implemented several randomization 
niques whose is to actual memory across the 
modules of implementing system. calculation of and SC as- 
sume of data an arbitrary of subsequent as 
a time operation, fan-out considerations this impossible 
the real However, it possible that references might simulta- 
neously to logically memory locations. memory hashing 
[ 111, locations referenced by a program are distributed randomly across the 
physical memory locations available and two-phase randomized routing is used 





[ 14,201. parallel slackness must be taken into account 
in determining real execution costs. The critical property of an architecture 
that determines how effectively parallel slackness may be exploited is the 
amount of extra congestion affecting a particular communication step because 
of outstanding communication actions from earlier steps. If an architecture 
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can deliver dP permutations dP time, all of communication latency 
be concealed, a time-processor no larger that for 
free-communication model be maintained. 
architectural property determines how parallel slackness 
be exploited the ratio communication bandwidth processors [20]. 
it seems intuitive to from architectural and 
consider performance. Suppose a target with p 
can route permutations (of p) in rdP. The r necessarily 
between 1 m, inclusive. ratio 
average rdP 
permutation F 
gives necessary time caused by congestion in 
routing. There of course, several possible of m hence Y 
only those minimize the time per are likely 
be of This time due to must be to the 
model. 
Thus time dilations when a is implemented a 
real and memory is accounted The first a dilation 
dP due latency and This can compensated for, 
enough parallel is present, reducing the of processors 
The second dilation is size rd,/m to bandwidth 
in the subsystem. This cannot be and therefore 
as an factor in total work the implementation. 
is expressed the following 
Theorem 3.1. A computation taking time tP on afiee-communication model can 
be implemented on an architecture that can route m permutations of size p’ in 
time rdPl in time 
t,r = 0 
where p’ satisfies 
Example 3.2. A tightly coupled MIMD architecture can route 
tions in time logp so I’ = 1. Thus a reduction taking time 1, 
implemented on 
log p permuta- 
= logp can be 
P 
p’ = logp' 
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Table 1 
Properties of real architectures. 
Architecture 4 r r4lm 
Tightly-coupled MIMD hP I 1 
Hypercube log P 1 1 
Mesh v@ v9 L@ 
Cube connected cycles N logp N logp - logp 
processors in time 
t,1 = logp x 1 x 1 x logp’ 
preserving the work 
p logp = p’tpl 
of the original computation. 
Some examples of the characteristics of real machine classes are shown in 
Table 1. 






At some point in the derivation, as soon as they are well-defined, values 
for vc and SC are computed for the current specification. 
The cost of the current specification can be computed using Theorem 
2.7, given a value for p. This value may be determined by the context 
of the refinement. For example, two specifications that are sequentially 
composed may require that the same number of processors be used 
for each. Alternatively, the goal may be to choose p to minimize the 
cost. 
Possible refinements or transformations can be considered and the cost 
of the resulting computations determined. If a transformation affects 
the cost appropriately, then it is selected. Of course, there is no reason 
that cost should be monotonically reduced during a derivation, so that 
there may be stages at which a new computation may be chosen even 
though it is more costly than the old. 
At some point a decision is made about the specific target archi- 
tecture for which this refinement is being done (perhaps only dur- 
ing transformation at compile time). Theorem 3.1 can then be used 
to determine the order of the execution cost of the current compu- 
tation on that architecture. This requires knowing the values of Y, 
dP, and WI. Refinement can continue with a more detailed cost esti- 
mate. 
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Thus cost information is orthogonal to the remainder of the development 
methodology in the sense that it can be included at any appropriate point, 
either in a machine-independent or machine-dependent way. The simplicity 
of the model makes partial automation of the development process plausi- 
ble, particularly the later stages of typical functional program derivation and 
compile-time optimization. 
4. Examples 
To illustrate the use of the cost measures we show how to compute vc and 
SC values for a more complex operation, and then show how they can be used 
in refinements. 
Consider the operation +t/, the reductions of a list of lists using the 
concatenation operator. Reductions have a data flow graph consisting of a 
binary tree whose internal nodes are the application of the base operation, 
concatenation in this case. The number of applications to reduce a list of 
length y1 (assumed to be a power of two for simplicity) is n - 1, but the 
size of the values being computed increases as the concatenation is computed. 
The cost of moving these longer and longer lists must be included in the 
computation of vc and SC. Let us assume that sublists are of constant size; if 
this is not the case the cost measures can simply be multiplied by the size of 
sublists to give the actual values. 
On the first step of the reduction, there are in applications of concatenation 
and lists of size 1 are moved. On the second step, there are in applications of 





= $n(logn - 1). 
The length of the critical path is the time taken for communication up any 
branch of the tree, namely 
SC = 20 + 21 + ‘. + 2’ogn = n. 
We now show how to use the cost measures to guide refinements. Since we 
are interested primarily in which direction to apply a possible transformation, 
working with the orders of vc and SC will often suffice. We begin with an 
identity (that is, a refinement in both directions) from the Bird-Meertens 
theory of lists [3]: 
@/.++/ = aj/.(@/)*. 
This identity expresses the fact that if we wish to apply a reduction to a list 
of lists we may do so either by concatenating the sublists and then reducing 
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over the new longer list; or by applying the reduction to each sublist and then 
reducing the list of results. We assume that the list has y1 elements, each a list 
of size at most m, and that the vector and step costs of @ is O( 1). The vector 
and step costs of the left-hand side computation are 
VC = ?zY?? - 1 + +z(logn - 1) 
= O(nn7 log!?), 
SC = n + log(nm). 
The vector and step costs of the right-hand side are 
vc = (n - 1) + n(m - 1) 
= O(?zI?Z), 
SC = logn + logln 
= log(nP?). 
Therefore the right-hand side gives a more economical parallel computation for 
any number of processors and any architecture. This accords with the intuition 
that the -l+/ is a data rearrangement operation that does not contribute to the 
progress of the computation. 
On the other hand, the following equation turns out to be cost-neutral, so 
there is no advantage of one formulation over the other. 
(f g)* = f *. g*. 
The costs of the left-hand side are 
vc = n + n, 
SC = 2, 
while the costs of the right-hand side are 
1?c = n + n, 
SC = 1 + 1. 
The Cocke-Younger-Kasami algorithm [ 1 ] parses context-free languages by 
building a table whose entries represent possible parses for segments of the 
source string. The grammar is assumed to be in Chomsky Normal Form. 
Consider a table of size n by n, where n is the length of the source string, 
in left upper triangular form. The symbols of the source string label each 
column of the table. Each entry in the table is a set of productions. Its size is 
therefore a bounded function of the size of the grammar. Each entry M[ i, j] 
is the set of productions A + (Y such that o s aiai+ 1 . . . aj, that is LY derives 
aiai+ 1 . . . aj. Entries in the first row are all productions that can produce the 
terminal symbol at the head of that column. Subsequent entries are produced 
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by composing table entries-the set of table entries it4 [ i, j] can arise in j - i 
distinct ways, based on the entries 
M[i, i] . M[i + l,jl, 
M[i,i + 11 .M[i + 2,jl, 
M[i,j- l].M[j,j]. 
The composition of two matrix entries requires examining all productions in 
the table entries being composed and checking if any of them can be elided to 
form the right-hand sides of productions in the grammar. 
The vector cost of the algorithm is n3 since it requires computing 
compositions. The step cost of the algorithm is y1 since the height of a tree 
with n leaves cannot exceed n. It follows immediately that there is a sequential 
implementation of the CYK algorithm taking time O(n3) and parallel im- 
plementations on free-communication models with y1 processors and running 
time 0 ( n2) and with n2 processors and running time 0 (n). It is also clear 
that no further improvement in running times can be expected by adding 
more processors. Implementations achieving these performance bounds can be 
constructed on real machines by the judicious use of locality. A description of 
the algorithm using n processors can be found in [ 151, and of the algorithm 
using n2 processors can be found in [9]. 
Struik, in [ 171, gives a derivation of a systolic program to compute Dirichlet 
convolutions, defined to be 
@‘*G)(n) = c(p,q:p4 = HAP b 1Aq a l:F(p).G(q)) 
for arithmetic functions F and G. A moment’s thought shows that this is 
equivalent to 
(F*G)(n) = c(p,q: pq = nA (P < fivq < &, 
: F(P) G(q)). 
An obvious implementation computing this is to compute each of the ,/‘?i 
possible values of p and q, check whether each divides IZ, and sum the resulting 
products. It may be argued that such an implementation is not obvious from 
the specification; it can be derived formally, however, as we show below. The 
vector cost of such an implementation is 
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if we assume that evaluations of F and G are constant time operations. Each 
of the values of p or q can be handled in parallel, so that the step cost comes 
only from the summation and so is 
SC M & logn. 
Thus, with sufficient processors, a logarithmic time algorithm is possible. 
Struik gives a derivation to a recurrence in a fairly standard way. Define, 
for 0 Q m d fi, 
q(m,n) = C(p,q: pq = nA (m d p d fiV m d 4 d ihi) 
: F(P). G(q)). 
Then 
q(m - l,n) 
=C(p,q:pq=nA(m-lQp4~vm-l~q~Jii) 
: F(P). G(q)) 
= C(p,q: pq = nA (m dp d d%Vm d 4 G fiv 
p=m-lVq=m-I) 
: F(P). G(q)) 
=C(p,q:pq=nA(mdpQJTIVmdq~~) 
: F(P) .G(q)) 
+C(p,q:pq=nA(p=m-lAq=m-1) 
: F(P). G(q)) 
+C(p,q:pq=nAp#qA(p=m-lVq=m-1) 
: F(P). G(q)) 
= q(m,n) + f(m - l), 
where 
F(k) x G(k), if k2 = n, 
f(k) = F(k) x G(n/k) + F(n/k) x G(k), if k2 # n A k 1 n, 
0, l(k 1 n). 
The vector cost of this implementation is 
vc = 2&i, 
while its step cost is 
SC = fi. 
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This new implementation has removed all of the potential parallelism. How- 
ever, we observe that + is associative so that we can express this as 
g(l,n) = +/]f(lJt;l- l),f(lJ;;J -2),...,f(l)l 
and this can be computed in time 0 (log n). The recurrence version is better 
for systolic implementation. 
Bird, Gibbons and Jones [ 41 have derived the Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm 
for pattern matching. Some interesting facets of the cost measures can be 
illustrated by considering the early stages of that derivation. Let w be pattern 
of length m and t a string of length n. Then define the function 
match w t = UI E segs t, 
where segs computes all of the segments of a list. We observe that 
(w E) = v/. (‘UI =)* 
and 
segs = +I-/ tails * .inits, 
where tails computes the suffixes of a list. Thus we can derive 
match = (w E) segs 
= (w E) f +t/ . tails * .inits 
= V/ (74 E) * .tails * .inits 
= V/ (w E .tails) * .inits 
= V/ (V/ (70 = ) * .tails) * .inits. 
The execution of inits generates n sublists of length up to n and this has vector 
cost 0 ( n2). The vector cost of the inner function is y1 for the tails, nm for the 
(w = )* and log y1 for the reduction; this is done for all M sublists. The linal 
reduction has vector cost ~1. Thus the total vector cost is 
vc = 0(n2m). 
The step cost is 
sc = logn + logn + m + n + logn. 
These costs suggest that even a sequential implementation of this algorithm 
will take time at least 0 ( n2m). However, using pipelining an implementation 
taking only time 1nzy1 is possible by generating each prefix of the string from 
the previous one and matching the last m symbols of each against the string 
w. In fact, this is the complexity claimed in [4]. This example shows that 
usefulness of the step cost in suggesting minimal total times for a particular 
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implementation but the inadequacy of the vector cost measure when pipelining 
is involved. 
These examples illustrate the diversity of the ways in which this cost model 
can be applied and how conclusions that had previously to be laboriously 
worked out follow more easily. 
5. Related work 
Much of the work of developing general-purpose mulations of the PRAM on 
more realistic models has been done by Valiant [ 19,201. He showed that work- 
preserving emulations of the PRAM were possible on tightly coupled MIMD 
and hypercube architectures and were not possible on loosely coupled MIMD 
architectures with constant valence interconnection networks. These emulations 
rely heavily on randomized techniques such as memory hashing and two-phase 
randomized routing. For that reason, the cost measures described here apply 
to specific kinds of targets. 
De la Torre and Kruskal [ 7 ] presented an abstract model of cost which is 
similar to ours. It uses two parameters to model an architecture: a latency 
(the same as d,) and a bandwidth inefficiency. These two parameters capture 
essentially the same properties of an architecture as our measures of latency 
and contention, but our measures are simpler and easier to apply. Moreover, 
de la Torre and Kruskal do not take into account parallel slackness, so that 
their costs are high by a factor of dp for several of their examples. 
Blelloch describes a scan vector model, from which several of the ideas 
presented here are drawn, notably the idea that the vector cost is a useful 
measure of abstract complexity. Blelloch’s scan vector model resembles the 
Bird-Meertens theory of lists except that its choice of operations is ad hoc and 
therefore it is much harder to use for program development. 
6. Conclusions 
We have presented a method of integrating cost information into refinement 
methodologies for program derivation. The difficulty with doing this is finding 
the appropriate level at which to introduce performance concerns without 
violating abstraction. Our approach 
l uses a free-communication cost model as the most abstract model, ap- 
propriate for incorporating cost information into the middle range of a 
derivation. Decisions about the actual architecture that will be used can 
be arbitrarily postponed. 
l expresses execution time as a function of the number of processors so that 
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allows details of a specific architecture to be incorporated into the cost 
model whenever that is appropriate. 
is accurate enough to correctly model communication latency and con- 
gestion phenomena, even in the presence of sophisticated exploitation of 
latency hiding. 
What is lacking from the approach is fine control over, for example, placement 
of data or the exploitation of locality or pipelining. Ways to add these features 
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